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The Most Important Command to Teach Your Pup
The Come Command is the most important skill you can teach your pup. So, it’s
important that we introduce this behavior in thoughtful, sequential steps to ensure we
develop a reliable recall.
Our goal is to strengthen our dog’s ability to respond and focus on you even with high
level of distractions. This requires an introduction of repetitive reinforcement exercises
that allows our pup to develop the habit of coming to us when
called.
Here are the steps in developing a reliable recall.
Training with No Distractions
1. Make coming to you a Rewarding Experience: In the beginning phases,
reward your pup whenever they come towards you. Mark “yes”, and reward
with a high value treat.
2. Come when called: Attract your pup’s attention and when he comes towards
you, say “Come”, mark “Yes”, and reward.
3. Restrained Recall: Have a partner hold your pup and become very animated.
When your pup strains to come to you, say “Come”. Your partner will release
your pup when you say “Come” and move away from your dog. As your pup
reaches, feed, feed, feed while you continue to back up.
4. Engagement Training: Make coming to you a Mini-Event. Maximize your
time together through rewards; food, play, and affection. Through interactive
play, the motivation and drive of your pup to come to you will increase.

Engagement Training

Training with Distractions: Long Line Work, Flexi Line
I prefer to use a Flexi Line since it allows me to guide my pup without having to
manage the rope.
Using the Leash to Guide Your Pup
If your pup does not respond to the come command, provide a gentle “tug” on the
line and apply pressure towards you. Once the pup comes in your direction,
release ALL tension and become low and inviting, backing away and provide treats
as your pup approaches you.

Provide High Value Treats and Rewards
When training the “Come” command, use High Value Treats.
Reserve the “Good Stuff” for training the come.
Make the “Come” experience the most rewarding time for your
pup. Through repetitive reinforcement, coming when called will
become a reflex reaction.

Training with Minimal Distractions: Long Line Work

Engagement Training is a training system that increases the motivation, (the
willingness to perform,) and drive, (the intensity of the performance) of your dog.
We use repetitive reinforcement exercises to peak your pup’s focus on you
during the learning phases of training.
Marker Training: Provides a clear communication system that let’s your pup
know what he is doing right and uses positive reinforcement to encourage him
to continue that behavior.
Mini-Event: Celebrates desired behaviors by tapping into the how dog’s learn.
Sequential Learning Experiences: Learning is Fair. We teach our pup what we
expect from him. We make sure he understands and knows the behavior. We
reward the behavior and reinforce it through many repetitions.
Learning is playful and always ends with Success: We structure our activities
to allow our pup to be successful. We end the training session when the pup
wants more.
To learn more about Engagement Training, visit www.teacherspet.biz

Video Demonstration

Place your pup on a long line and find a large space to work in with minimal
distractions.

1. Attract and Run: Move about in the area
with your pup on a long line. Apply no
pressure to the leash. (It is there ONLY for
safety if your pup attempts to leave the
area.) When your pup is distracted make a
kissing noise.
2.When you gain your pup’s attention, become low and inviting and run
away from your pup. As you turn to face your pup, say “Come”, back
away, and provide treats as he comes towards you.
3. “Find it” Game: While walking with your pup, toss a treat away from you
and say, “Find it”. Your pup will search for the treat and after he eats it,
say “Come” and back up in an animated way. As your pup approaches
you, feed while backing away.

Visit the Video Library at www.teacherspet.biz

Do’s and Don’t’s
Do....

Don’t....
Reward your pup whenever he comes to you

Punish your pup when he comes to you

Place your pup on a long line to to guide him in making a
good choice

Use “Come” to end a play session

Train this command more than any other command
Set your pup up for success, providing learning
experiences you know he will be successful
Say “Come” to invite your pup for meal time

Call your pup when you are certain he won’t respond
Put your pup in a situation where if he doesn’t come,
you don’t have control of him
Move training faster than when your pup is ready

